BIOGRAPHY
A mystical messenger of melody and higher consciousness, Jeffrey
Brian is a profound singer/songwriter whose sound was cleverly
described by one critic as Bob Dylan meets Kurt Cobain. Featured in
publications like Billboard, The Los Angeles Times, Newsday and
The New Yorker, along with television appearances on CBS, NBC,
ABC and countless appearances on The Howard Stern Show, he and
his twin brother gained worldwide notoriety in the rock band, The
Jesus Twins.
Jeff has simultaneously paired the ascendancy of The Jesus Twins
with a successful career as a singer/songwriter. He released a CD
called “Karma” which Amazon.com called “riveting” and “a must
own”. A deeply moving song he wrote entitled “Let Go & Let God”
about his identical twin brother’s public bout with Manic Depression
became a finalist in the John Lennon Songwriting Contest.
In his current musical incarnation, Jeffrey Brian is capturing the wonder and imagination of
Austin’s college students and professors alike. A full-length documentary about Jeff’s life entitled,
Jeffrey Brian and the Ghost of Zack Havoc is currently in production. He also just published the
memoirs of his late twin brother called, Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity. His own first two books,
A Walk Towards Heaven and Dream Guidance are due to be released in the fall.

REVIEWS
" Jeffrey Brian makes music that stands for something, thank God. And he does it without sentimentality
or naive optimism. I hope his generation truly hears what he has to offer."
- Bo Lozoff, Author
" Jeffrey Brian possesses a rare and infinitely powerful voice. He, at one listen, summons the spirits
with profound lyrics and melodies."
- Courtney Jordan, Singer
" Some of the most powerful lyrics I have ever heard. Every song is an adventure that can bring a tear to
your eye or inspire you to move forward in a tough world."
- Tom Moriano, Sci Fi
" The music channels directly through Jeffrey Brian from the spirit world."
- Lysa Mateu, Author
"Not since Michael Jackson have I worked with this kind of talent."
- Curtis Shaw, Entertainment Attorney
"Jeffrey Brian’s music is the equivalent of reading the Dalai Lama."
- Michaela Lemelin, The Learning Light
"The band is great, very soulful. I like the musicianship and there's something happening visually."
- Steve Leeds, VP of Talent and Industry Affairs, Sirius Satellite Radio

www.jeffreybrian.com

